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Enter your keywords or phrases into the search form.
NOTE: Capitalization of search keywords is not required – it is used for emphasis only

- **AND** combines your words/phrases so your search will retrieve less, though more focused, articles.
- **OR** searches for either word/phrase (see JIT OR “just in time” in search below)
- **( )** enclose OR terms in parentheses, e.g. (JIT OR “just in time”)
- **“”** to search for phrases, enclose in “double quotation marks”
- *** (asterisk)** is the truncation symbol which searches for variant word endings. For example: supply chain* finds either supply chains (plural) or supply chain (singular)
  suppil* finds supply, supplies, suppliers, etc.
- Check only “Social Sciences & Humanities” box to focus on business publications.
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Below is the results list for the search. These results have been sorted by relevance.

One may use the limits on the left to limit by year of publication, document type, source type (here you will find the limit to journals articles) or other limiters.
Note about full-text: **Scopus** includes no full-text. Use the **Article Linker** feature to see if the full-text is available online in another database or the library. From the Article Linker box, click on the **Article** link to access the article from the database listed.

If the text is not online, use the **ClioWeb Ill/DocDel tool** to request it. If we do not own the title, allow five business days for the library to request it for you from another library and post it to your ClioWeb account.